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With massive bandwidths and transmission speeds  
10-100 times faster as compared to current technologies, 
it is often predicted that 5G technology will revolutionize 
cellular networking by enabling many new use cases 
and applications. It is also likely to alter the traditional 
ways of how the industry and market work due to new 
models of network deployment, management and 
commercialisation.

To provide some context, let me start with an overview of 
the evolution of mobile networks, where a new generation 
has been deployed approximately every 10 years. The first 
1G mobile networks were deployed in 1980, optimised 
for voice communication services. In 1991, the first 2G 
systems were deployed with improved voice and short 
message service (SMS) and 2001 saw the introduction 
of 3G, supporting voice, SMS and for the first time 
internet and email. The first 4G system appeared in 2009, 
representing a step change in increased capacity and 
speed for data, and there have been a few upgrades to  
4G technology along the way, like 4G “LTE”.

The evolutionary pattern of cellular technology is similar 
to automobile design. After its introduction, the design 
is continuously updated to increase performance. But at 
some point, the achievable gains diminish and updates get 
so complex that it necessitates a full redesign. This is the 
case with 4G now and the next generation of 5G networks  
is on the horizon, ready to enable a step change in cellular 
networks once again.

While the exact capabilities of 5G are still being defined, 
the Australian Communication and Media Authority 
(ACMA) has defined these 7 key characteristics that  
will be required for a network to be classified as 5G:

1. Data rates of 1-10 Gbps (by comparison,  
4G networks in Australia advertise rates of  
2-100 Mbps).

2. Ultra low latency of one millisecond  
(by comparison 4G networks achieve  
minimum of 10 milliseconds).

3. Provide 1,000 times more Bandwidth per  
unit area than available on existing networks.

4. Support 10-100 times more connected devices as 
compared to existing networks (a key enabler for the 
internet of things).

5. 99.99% network availability, everywhere,  
at all times.

6. Reducing network energy consumption by 90%.

7. Facilitating >10-year battery life for low-power, 
machine-type devices.

Industry bodies, companies and researchers have been 
working on 5G networks for a long time. But only now, 
due to some step changes and innovations in underlying 
technologies has it become possible to move the concept 
from theory into practical application.

5G is a hot topic these days and I often get asked what my thoughts are,  
what the technology is, and what it will mean for people, cities and our industry. 

5G a brave new world,  
or not?
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spectrum efficiency

Spectrum efficiency enhances the capacity and speed  
of networks without using additional spectrum. Efficiency 
techniques continue to evolve but the key techniques for 
5G are Massive MIMO and beam forming. Massive MIMO 
(Multiple Input Multiple Output) involves the simultaneous 
use of multiple antennas to support either multiple parallel 
data streams with many users or high data throughput to  
a single user. 

While 4G technology includes MIMO, 5G will extent this 
concept to massive MIMO by increasing the number of 
antennas in use at base stations.

Along with massive MIMO, beamforming is a technique 
where transmission beams are formed and targeted 
towards the end-device, rather than having a base  
station that continuously sends out signals over a large 
area. This allows end-user equipment to be serviced by 
the optimal beam from the base station, chosen from 
many, with beam switching and tracking to maintain the 
optimal connection as a device moves in space and time. 

Beamforming is a key technique  
to overcome the high signal and 
path loss experienced at the high 
radio frequency ranges proposed  
for 5G.

network infrastructure

Another key aspect of 5G is the extension and alteration 
of network infrastructure and topology. 5G networks are 
expected to be significantly denser than current networks 
through the placement of additional base stations and 
signal repeaters, particularly in urban environments. 
Densification will be necessary to deal with the significantly 
shorter paths of radio waves in higher frequency ranges.

Adding to this, 5G networks will be more flexible, scalable 
and contextually aware than current networks. The network 
architecture is capable of operating across different spectrum 
frequencies and to flexibly adapt to changing demand, usage 
and traffic patterns. A 5G network is able to scale for high-data-
rate and low latency services as well as machine-to-machine 
(M2M) connections that require much lower bandwidths.

To enable this flexibility, network capacity will be organised 
in slices and modules and the network can recognise the 
different requirements of particular use cases including 
coverage, mobility, reliability, latency, security, and 
throughput, and meet these needs in a programmable  
and switchable manner according to priority and need. 

Another technology enabler worth mentioning here is 
device-to-device (D2D) communication, which exists  
in 4G but is expected to become an integral part of 
5G network architectures. In D2D communication, 
devices are able to share connectivity and exchange data 
content, making them both terminals, relays and part of a 
configurable network infrastructure.

key technology enablers
Generally speaking, cellular network operators have 3 options to in increase network capacity. They can use available 
spectrum more efficiently, deploy more and better network infrastructure, or acquire additional spectrum. 
A combination of all 3 options is used to create the new 5G networks.



more spectrum

5G is going to use a wide range of frequency bands that 
are currently not being utilised and transmit signals on  
a whole new swath of the electromagnetic spectrum, 
which has never been used for mobile service before. For 
example, companies and researchers are experimenting 
with broadcasting on millimeter waves, frequencies between 
6 GHz and 300 GHz, compared to the bands below 6 GHz 
that are currently being used. These millimetre waves offer 
much greater bandwidth than lower frequencies, providing 
wider channels and faster data rates.

The major drawback to millimeter waves is that they 
cannot easily travel through buildings or obstacles and 
they can be absorbed by foliage and rain. This drives the 
needs for spectrum efficiency, infrastructure densification 
and network flexibility described earlier. It is also the reason 
why 5G networks are going to continue to use current 
mobile bands, including spectrum below 1 GHz, to provide 
wide area coverage and in-building penetration, on top of 
higher frequency bands not used for mobile broadband 
previously. 5G will therefore harness the benefits of both 
lower and higher frequencies to support its characteristics.

It is important to note that 5G is not 
one new technology or innovation, 
rather it is a combination of multiple 
new and emerging technologies and 
techniques applied together.

The full 5G vision, where all of the new technologies  
are applied simultaneously with maximum effect, will be 
a gradual process over multiple years as the technology 
pieces are put in place by the operators, and they will be 
driven by use cases and demand from the end customers 
and the experience gained with the technology in  
early deployments. 

For example, the first 5G deployments are based on  
the “non-standalone” version and use the existing 4G 
network core and infrastructure to provide a simple boost 
to existing mobile network capacity. 
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impact of 5G
Generally speaking, cellular network operators have 3 options to in increase network capacity.  
They can use available spectrum more efficiently, deploy more and better network infrastructure,  
or acquire additional spectrum. A combination of all 3 options is used to create the new 5G networks.

The truth is, no one really knows yet what the true 
impact of 5G will be. It is likely that at the beginning the 
technology will be available for some very specific use 
cases only, the ones that exploit its strengths and play 
down its weaknesses. And 5G network availability is likely 
to be limited to urban and densely populated areas at first, 
and even to within specific buildings and other closed 
environments, e.g. stadiums or concert halls, where 
operators can test the service and demo the  
capabilities to early adopters. 

The most widely discussed use cases today centre around 
autonomous driving (becoming significantly enabled by 
real-time information), manufacturing (shifting into the 
industry 4.0 age), immersive media (enabled by augmented 
and mixed reality), and fixed-wireless access (expanding 
broadband to more homes). However, these are just 
umbrella topics where the imagination can run wild and it is 
essential to go deeper to really understand where 5G will 
make a difference. Timing will be important too as some 
of the suggested use cases are still 10 or more years away, 
say fully autonomous driving where a significant amount of 
new regulations and laws will need to be developed before 
large numbers of autonomous vehicles can hit our roads.

To explore some of the possibilities and opportunities of 5G, 
imagine a virtual world with multi-sensory capability, not just 
eyes and ears, also smell and sound and other sensory inputs, 
at a very granular level. A specialist surgeon in the US could 
operate on a patient in Australia in real time, using robotic 
hands that follow her movements with remarkable precision 
and accuracy. She could use her skills augmented further by 
the robotic arms that keep her movements perfectly steady 
but also allow her to make real time decisions based on what 
she sees through her surgical VR headset. 

Autonomous vehicles could collect huge amounts of data 
and share it with other cars on the road instantaneously, 
thereby creating a functional mesh of vehicles where each 
of them learns through each other. Vehicles are able to 
move as a swarm, a smart herd, rather than each one  
trying to work out all of the others motivations and 
intentions from afar, wasting processing power trying  
to predict and respond.

Drones and robots could become real world avatars for each 
of us, attending class on our behalf when we are ill. Or on a 
trip to Machu Pichu, we could take mini vacations through 
the eyes of the gadgets. 

We can own a drone or rent one from a squadron using 
some form of drone sharing system, so when one drone 
needs to be charged another one can take its place 
seamlessly. This will allow us to experience things we could 
otherwise not, say due to physical impairments or financial 
or priority based constraints. 

The Internet of Things is currently limited to relatively low 
speeds, low power and low data volumes and could grow 
very quickly with possible use cases exploding. Imagine 
digital frames replacing windows in our buildings with live, 
super high resolution feeds from a rain forest or the beach. 
And smart TVs funnelling nearly unlimited data wirelessly, 
presenting ultra-high resolution, interactive, live TV  
via 5G data pipes. 

Cloud-based processing is predicted to take off too. 
Imagine video games where all the generating of graphics, 
the moves and actions a character makes on the screen 
when the player presses a button, happens in a server 
farm somewhere on the other side of the world and the 
information is delivered wirelessly to our screens, so 
quickly that we don’t notice this was not done locally on 
our machines at home. It is instant and the controller at 
home is purely an access point for the gaming resources, 
rather than containing these resources itself. 

Extrapolating this concept further, let’s think about mobile 
phones. Rather than cramming super high end computer 
chips in our mobiles, what if we could primarily use them 
as access points for computing resources that are 
located elsewhere. This would increase a mobile’s battery 
life by days, while simultaneously increasing computing 
power because it can simply reach out to cloud-based 
processors through a 5G data tunnel and take as much 
computing power as it needs, when it needs it. All the 
computing would be done on remote server farms and 
the output is delivered simply to our screens without any 
perceivable lack in transmission. 
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In fact, we could reach a point where all of our devices are simply screens with cellular antennas, plugged into 5G data 
pipes connecting them to super computers in giant warehouses, and we just tap into them when we need them whatever 
we need them for, at whatever scale of power we need in the moment, for our particular shell of a device. A compelling 
concept, especially as we are running into hard limitations of microprocessor components and battery technologies.  
This also shows that 5G has the potential to completely reverse the recent trend of edge computing, where data 
processing is distributed and pushed to devices at the edge of networks in order to decrease the data volumes  
flowing through them and to reduce latency.

However, it is not all positive news and exciting possibilities. There are also some legitimate concerns around 5G 
technology, for example that it has the potential to widen the gap between urban and rural dwellers, which already 
experience stark differences, including access to today’s high speed internet. In fact, there are still huge swathes  
of Australia and elsewhere in the world that do not have cellular network coverage at all. 

Another trend to watch is that mobile network operators are turning themselves into media and IoT data companies, 
trying to diversify away from being simply big pipes delivering data to users. They increasingly create and sell unique 
content on top of their network services, like a Netflix or Spotify, amongst other things to recoup the massive 
investments they have to make in 5G networks. The concern here is that if net neutrality rules are not enforced, these 
network operators could negatively impact the quality of their competition’s offering to encourage customers to use  
their own, something that has already happened in the past when net neutrality rules were not enforced. 
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conclusion

After much noise and many years of research 5G seems to 
be finally happening. And it has the potential for significant 
change in not just technology, but in society, because of 
all the secondary effects of the revolution in a structural 
backbone piece of technology upon which we all have 
come to rely in countless, often invisible ways.

5G could be the innovation of the decade, or it could 
remain a niche option, definitely interesting for some 
specific use cases like autonomous vehicles, but beyond 
those not relevant for most people most of the time. It 
could prove to be just another upgrade, or shift, but not 
as relevant to the masses as is currently being predicted. 
After all, many of the revolutionary predictions are being 
made by companies that have some stake  
in this technology doing well.

I say let us stay optimistic and explore the possibilities  
but also keep expectations moderated and proceed  
with caution.

Christian Mildner 
Solutions Architect, 
Sylvania Connected Solutions

about SCS

At Sylvania Connected Solutions we breathe life into a  
city’s sleeping infrastructure resources, waking them up  
to connect intelligently and work seamlessly for the benefit 
of the people who live there. With a solid foundation of 
40+ years in the Australian market and a global heritage 
stretching back over a century, Sylvania Connected 
Solutions was born with a founding vision of transforming 
cities into smarter, more liveable communities. 

With a proven track record of being able to switch on a city 
and give it smarts, our canopy of intelligent IoT devices, 
systems and technologies deliver high value solutions 
that address urban challenges, drive economic progress, 
improve liveability and provide an ongoing return  
on investment.
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